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Sonata in D Major, Op.94 
Moderato 

Scherzo: Presto 

Andante 

Allegro con brio 

Sonata No. 10 in G Major, Op. 96 
Allegro moderato 

Adagio espressivo 

Scherzo: Allegro 

Poco allegretto 

INTERMISSION 

Sonata No. 3 in D Minor, Op. 108 
Allegro 

Adagio 
Un poco presto e con sentimento 

Presto agitato 
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We further request th>t >udible p>ging devices not be used during performances. 

P>ging >rr>ngements m>y be m>de with the ushers. 
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PROGRAM NOTES 

Sonata in D Major, Op. 94 
Sergei Prokofiev 

I n 1943, Prokofiev was in Perm, working with high spirits 
on the music for his ballet Cinderella. His creative energy 

overflowed into the Sonata in D. Originally written for flute 
and piano, the sonata was first performed on December 
7, 1943, with Sviatoslav Richter at the piano and N. , 
Kharkovsky on flute. At the suggestion of David Oistrakh, 
Prokofiev transcribed the flute part for violin, and Oistrakh, 
with Lev Oborin at the piano, performed this version on 
june 17, 1944; it was later published as the second of Pro
kofiev 's violin and piano sonatas. The differences between 
the two versions are both obvious and subtle; the violin 
version contains double stops and pizzicatos that are , of 
course, impossible for the flute, but in addition there are 
small changes in rhythm , phrasing, and tessitura that help 
make the sonata thoroughly idiomatic for the violin. 

The spirit of this sonata, as well as its form , is strong
ly classical. Opening with a lyrical Andantino, the first 
theme is stated by the violin. It is broad in outline but punc
tuated by ornamental flourishes . The piano then plays some 
melodic material under the violin 's accompanying figures. 
After some rhythmic anticipations in the piano, the violin 
announces the second theme , which is identified by a 
dotted eighth- and sixteenth-note motif. The exposition 
is repeated, in good classical style . The developmem in
troduces staccato rhythms and then material derived from 
the violin 's earlier sixteenth-note accompanying figures . 
The two main themes emerge over these rhythmic patterns 
and are manipulated with increasing intensity until the 
serene opening theme brings the recapitulation. The move
ment ends quietly with a final statement of the opening 
bars. 

The second movement, marked,J,llegrettoscherzando 
in the flute version, becomes Presto in the present version. 
The main theme skips cheerfully along until a second theme 
changes the skip to a stomp. A more relaxed middle sec
tion has the violin singing over a droning pedal until gypsy
flavo red gestures interrupt. Hints of the Cinderella music 
appear from time to time in the movement. 

Although the Andante offers some interesting har
monies, it does not have the melodic appeal o f the first 
two movements. It is characterized by meandering eighth 
notes and faster triplets in both instruments. 

Marked Allegro con brio, the finale begins as a spirited 
march. But the pace is broken up by meno mosso sections 
in which the piano states a theme in octaves, and the violin 
makes sweeping comments on it. After the return o f the 
march , another slower section brings a new lyrical theme. 
This material is developed with great inventiveness until 
t~e emphatic close . 

This is the second performance of this work on a 
Friends of Music concert; it was performed by the members 
of the Alma Trio in 1963. 

Sonata No. 10 in G Major, Op. 96 
Ludwig van Beethoven 

T he last of Beethoven 's ten sonatas for violin and piano 
- or rather for piano and violin, the order Beethoven 

used - is relatively lyrical and cheerful, compared to the 
stormy ninth sonata (Op. 47, the " Kreutzer ," completed 
in 1803) and the intense String Quartet in F Minor with the 
adjacent opus number of 95 ("Serioso," composed in 
1810). Although Beethoven was ill and in debt when he 
began the sonata in 1812 , some of the same good humor 
that appears in the Eighth Symphony, also composed in 
this year, may have found its way into the sonata. 

The sonata was first performed on December 29, 1812, 
at the home of Prince Lobkowitz, and was played by 
Beethoven's pupil, Archduke Rudolph of Austria, who also 
received the dedication, and the French violinist jacques 
Pierre Rode. (Rode's Caprices are still studied by violinists. ) 
Rode. a student ofViotti , had earned a great reputation in 
his early years, but apparently had lost some of his ability 
during a five-year stay in Russia. Beethoven tailored his 
music somewhat to Rode 's playing, and tried to insure that 
he practiced his part before a second performance. 

The violin begins alone with a brief bird-like motif that 
is immediately repeated by the piano. Sweetly harmonized 
arpeggios lead to contrasting exchanges between the violin 
and piano , followed by triplet runs that bring us to the sec
cond theme . Stated by the piano and then the violin. this 
theme is characterized by a dotted eighth: and sixteenth
note rhythm. A concluding section introduces a third 
theme and leads to a repeat of the exposition . The deYelop
ment manipulates material from thcr concluding section 
rather than the first two themes, though it continues the 
triplet rhythm. The recapitulation leads to an extended 
coda, which develops the opening motif. 

The piano begins the simple, song-like opening theme 
of the Adagio espressivo. Shortly after the violin emers , 
the piano 's accompanying rhythms make eddies in the gen
tle flow of the beginning, and both parts blossom with or
namental runs. The opening theme returns in the violin, 
marked semplice, and the second half of the movement 
parallels the first half, only with varied ornaments. 

Without a break, the Scherzo begins with a staccato 
G-minor theme . The contrasting trio section is in E-t1at 
major , with a flowing, upward-reaching melody. After 
the scherzo repeats , its theme appears in major in a 
brief coda. 

The finale , Poco Allegretto , is a set of free variations 
on a jaunty G-major tune , first played by the piano. The 
first four variations lead to an Adagio espressivo variation 
characterized by chromatic runs. After a brief recall of the 
original theme , a vigorous Allegro breaks out , leading to 
a fugato section ending in brilliant runs. A final quiet 
reminder of the motifs of the theme gives way to a firm 
conclusion . 

This is the first performance of this work on a Friends 
of Music concert . 



Sonata No. 3 in D Minor, Op. 108 
Johannes Brahms 

B rahms's three surviving sonatas all date from his 
maturity. The first two contain quotations from his 

songs, and have strong associations with vocal lyricism. 
The third is also brimming with melodies, but is con
structed with special attention to formal strength. Brahms 
began the D-minor sonata around the time of the second 
sonata, in the summer of 1886, but set it aside until 1888, 
when he completed it at his favorite summer resort on Lake 
Thun. Brahms dedicated the sonata to the great pianist and 
conductor, Hans von Bulow, who had the virtuosity 
necessary for the piano part . 

The Allegro opens with a long-breathed theme in the 
violin against a spare descending figure in the piano, in
tense bur quiet. Forte chords in the piano release the 
restrained passion; as the piano figures thrust upward, the 
violin leaps back and forth between the upper and lower 
registers. Both instruments descend and get softer before 
the piano presents the richly harmonized second subject. 
After the violin repeats this theme, a brief transitional 
passage leads to the extended development section that 
begins with the violin taking the descending figure of the 
o pening piano part, the first of many devilishly difficult 
passages of string-crossing. The piano has meanwhile 
begun sounding a pedal point A in the bass that is main
tained unobtrusivelv for the next fortv-six bars. Motifs from 
the first theme are ..;.,oven into the fa.bric o f both parts un
til the theme returns in full, though in a lower register , for 
the recapitulation. The first theme appears o nce again in 
the coda, and the movement ends quietly . 

The Adagio is a beautifully romantic cantilena in 
which the violin gets most of the glory. The movement 
is in two parts without formal development, though the 
second half is enriched with more dense piano writing. 
This section rises to a climax with high double stops on 
the violin and then subsides peacefully. 

Although the first two violin sonatas lacked an in
dependent scherzo , Brahms provided a characteristically 
mysterious and wistful one for this sonata, marked Un poco 
presto e con sentimento. Beginning in F-sharp minor , the 
piano claims attention with the main and practically only 
theme in this movement. Although there are contrasting 
sections with alternating chords in both instrumencs, there 
is not the usual well-defined middle section - the form 
is more like an attenuated rondo than a scherzo. 

The finale , Presto agitato, begins with a burst of 
energy and a passionate announcemenc of the first theme 
by the violin . Contrasting loud and soft passages lead to 
the rhythmically straightforward second theme in the 
piano, and shortly afterwards to a more active third theme 
stated by the violin . The return of the first theme brings 
us, noc to a classical repeat of the exposition, but to the 
development , which begins with a surprisingly soft and 
understated version of the first theme. As this theme is 
developed, it grows more agitated, until suddenly we find 
ourselves in the recapitulation, the opening theme hav
ing been suppressed after providing most of the material 

for the development. The second and third themes appear 
in order, but a full statement of the first theme does not 
appear until the coda. 

This is the first performance of this work on a Friends 
of Music concert. 

Program No tes by Edward Doughtie 

Christoph Eschenbach 

T he latest of a distinguished roster of conductors . 
Christoph Eschenbach became the music director of 

the Houston Symphony in 1988, having been music and 
artistic director of the Tonhalle Orchestra of Zurich and 
principal guest conductor of the London Philharmonic. 
He has conducted all the major orchestras of Europe ancl 
North America, as well as the Israel Philharmonic and the 
Australian Youth Orchestra. 

Before turning to conducting in 1972 . Chris tO ph 
Eschenbach hac! earned an international reputation as a 
concert pianist . Born in Breslau , Germany, he began his 
studies with his mother, ancl continued under Eliza Hansen 
in Hamburg; he also began studying conducting with 
Wilhelm Bruckner-Ruggeberg. After winning the Stein way 
Young Pianist Competition at age eleven, he went on to 
win other awards and to make his American debut in 1969 
with the Cleve lane! Orchestra, conducted by Geo rge Szell . 
He has since appeared as so loist with major o rchestras 
thro ughout the world and has participated in many recitals 
and chamber concerts . While pursuing his career as co n
cert pianist and recording artist , he continued to study con
ducting with Szell. Now , with his busy conducting 
schedule, his piano performances are increasingly rare: we 
are privileged to enjoy one of those rare performances 
tonight. 

Uri Pianka 

B orn in Tel Aviv in 193 7, Uri Pianka has studied in Israel 
and at the Julliard School under Ivan Galamian and 

Dorothy DeLay. In 1967, he was a major prize winner in 
the Queen Elisabeth Violin Competition in Brussels. Before 
coming to Texas as concertmaster of the Houston Sym
phony, he served for eighteen years as concertmaster o f 
the Israel Philharmonic , playing under the direction o f 
Zubin Mehta, Leonard Bernstein, and many other great con
ductors. Mr. Pianka has appeared as soloist with the Israel 
Philharmonic, the Pittsburgh Symphony, the Baltimore 
Symphony, and other major orchestras. He has performed 
extensively in Europe, North and South America, Japan. 
and Australia. As a founding member of the Yuval Trio, he 
has toured extensively and made a number of recordings 
on the CBS and Deutche Grammophon labels. 

Uri Pianka plays a Rogerius violin made in Brescia in 
1704 . Giovanni Battista Rogeri was a pupil under Nicolo 
Amari as was Stradivari . 


